
T Bier Klo�ter Men�
Panama City, Panama

+50764832477 - https://www.facebook.com/bierklooster/

A complete menu of T Bier Klooster from Panama City covering all 16 dishes and drinks can be found here on
the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What User likes about T Bier Klooster:
Very good attention received, the menu is complete and with delicious flavor I tried the cherry craft beer priced at

$6 which does not have as much alcohol percentage (light The terrace is a cozy space for the presentation of
concerts Its such a cozzy and pleasant place to spend a good moment and eat some burgers. read more. As a
visitor, you can use the WiFi of the establishment free of charge, Depending on the weather, you can also sit

outside and have something. What H3221SYmatts doesn't like about T Bier Klooster:
Pretty terrible. Maybe we caught them on a bad day. Belgium bar that said they had no beers on tap despite the
taps being physically present. No Delirium, No Chimay. We had asked to order some Belgium fries and were told
they were not available. Approximately 10 minutes later the 2 gentlemen working walked out of the kitchen with

fries and started eating at the bar! I went up and spoke to them and they were almost st... read more. In the
restaurant you can not only enjoy the delicious tasty dishes, but also the scenic view of the local must-sees,

There are also scrumptious South American meals on the menu. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an important
part of T Bier Klooster. Anyone who finds the usual and generally known dishes too ordinary should approach

with a willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients taste, Also, the drinks menu at
this place is exceptional and offers a significant and comprehensive selection of both local and international

beers, which are definitely worth a try.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Fro� th� Smoker
LOW SLOW RIBS

Sauce�
KNOBLAUCHSAUCE

Drink�
DRINKS

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
MUSSELS

BURGER

Men�
BUTTERLICIOUS

LAS MELOSAS X8 UNIDADES

THE JB SMOKED PORK
BELLY SÁNDWICH

BKFC SÁNDWICH

CHEESE PULLED PORK MELT

MUSSELS FRITES YERBA LIMÓN

LAS MELOSAS X16 UNIDADES

MUSSELS FRITES CLÁSICO
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Wednesday 12:00-19:00
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